
The Barn Owl 

 

It was still dark. The broken winter landscape was devoid of colour. The smell of pre-dawn 

hung in the unnaturally warm air. The dogs limbo-danced their way under the croft gate. The 

Hebridean sheep heard the rattle of the sugar beet pellets in my bucket and had started 

moving forward long before I could see their black fleeces in the murky gloom.  

I was not fully awake and was only vaguely aware of the distant lights of the trawlers in the 

Minch; the squelch of mud under my wellies and the quiet “tssp, tssp” of a lone Redwing 

flying far overhead, searching for any remaining rowan berries. Head down in a dream-like 

trance, I nearly missed it. For out of nowhere it rose from the long grass as soft as cotton-

grass – it was the whitest thing you could ever imagine. It beat a mysterious and erratic path, 

only metres above the earth, passed the rusty broken tractor next door, across the croft ditches 

and the flooded marsh, passed ancient twisting walls left over from the iron-age, over lazy 

beds long abandoned and finally disappeared beyond the rubble of stones that was once the 

magnificent Clachtoll broch.  

 

The ghostly, delicate beauty of a Barn Owl in the pre-dawn blackness is enough to make 

anyone’s heart miss a beat. And there was not a sound- as if someone had pressed the mute 

button on the television in my head. Barn Owls fly silently. The soft wing feathers make no 

sound as they beat. The bird flies 3m above the ground, all the while listening to hear the 

slightest sound of a rodent prey hidden in the deep tangle of grass and rushes. Their amazing 

heart-shaped face collects the faintest sound in the same way as a human ear.  

 

 

 

It seems the burnished golden wings of this stunning bird has been spreading northwards in 

recent years. Climate change and in particular the milder winters have allowed the Barn Owl, 

to expand its breeding range and colonise new parts of the Highlands. Barn Owls feed 

exclusively on small rodents. A single bird will need to eat over 5,000 mice, voles and shrews 

over the year. On a frozen landscape or one covered in thick snow it can be virtually 

impossible to find enough food. As temperatures drop, small mammals become less active. 

Less active prey make a lot less noise and are therefore much harder for Barn Owls to find 



and catch. Barn Owls are poorly insulated and need extra energy (food) during cold weather 

to make up for an increased loss of body heat. In winter then, food is generally harder to find 

at a time when Barn Owls need it most. Mortality is especially high in young birds dispersing 

in their first winter 

 

However, Barn Owls have some extraordinary specially adapted characteristics to help them 

hunt for food at night, such as incredibly sensitive hearing and the ability to see movement 

with very little light.  

 

So, look out for this mysterious ghost-like bird this winter. You are actually more likely to 

hear it than see it.  If you regularly hear an owl hooting, it is likely to be a Tawny Owl. Barn 

Owls make eerie screeching and hissing noises. I have heard someone describe it like a cat 

being strangled in the night. And if you want to help our Barn Owls and have a suitable 

deserted out-building, think about putting up a nest box, or if you have some land, think 

about leaving some long grass that will shelter those field voles.  
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